
Reserving at least A Day for Decision Making on Die or Do by
everybody together !!.. 2019/03/06

Also this Site Mission is to ensure nobody can say: I didn't know the Conspiracy of Climate

Extermination ! ' Note no wars in the past had caused planet extermination,but only climate

is entirely different.Now any planet people had known climate worsening by own observing

and frequent news.However,nobody seem to seriously act against those,but live life as

usual.While governments who are responsible nation people’s life security,they seem to

have been acting well by such political COP annual global meeting.However they never

disclose imminent deadly risk of Arctic Methane Catastrophe,which would burn planet !!!.
Unless urgent drastic global regime change,it would surely happen before about 2040.

[１]：Minds the Not Change.
I don’t know,or can not admit the reality that it is extremely urgent problem of do or die.

⑴I am too busy to save imminent business as usual,so can not seriously care the problem.
Above all,overwhelming massive others has been doing so as I am now.

This is also case of Top Leaders in Business,etc and Politics who has been neglecting the
most preceding fact disclosing,therefore,various events,perpetual disputes in domestic
and abroad has been being recommended by the wicked spirit in highest position⑿.

⑵I don’t have known the reality ⑸I have known the seriousness,
But can not admit.Because,....

⑶Nothing awful reality informed by

school-mass media-scientists

⑹It is too incovenient for imminent

business & life as usual

⑷I am leaving it because government and

the world seem working seriously.

⑺The problem seems extremely big to tackle.
None will seriously tackle,so do I

⑻It is deadly fact never told loudly,

and had become too late to tackle

☞:extremely big to tackle,
☞:too late to tackle.
These may be an excuse,but not assured

exactly.Fundamentally,climate fixing

technology is possible,but not politically at

now.

⑼I am being threatened not to confess fact

by the wicked power,

⑽Sinful mankind should be perished.

⑾Dying is better than banning luxury life now

⑿It is supreme chance to exterminate
inferior races at once.



[２]：Decision Making on Die or Do by Reserving at least A Day.
The Rio Declaration: Principle 15 - the Precautionary Approach.
In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by

States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible

damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing
cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation

⑴,...,problems are decided by Yes or No by you !!.

It is not necessary full reading documents the evidences,but you should assure that

⒜Almost those are not authors opinion,but many different other’s common view.

⒝Some evidences need scientific verification,however also student and engineer can do.

⑴Paris Climate Agreement(2015)is hypocrite concealing Methane Catastrophe Risk.
Following documents are the evidences.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

Global Extinction within one Human Lifetime as a Result of a Spreading Atmospheric
Arctic Methane Heat wave and Surface Firestorm
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html

Also Dr Steven Chu(DOE in USA)once warned Arctic Extinction Risk.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHqKxWvcBdg

Dr Natalia Shakhova warned abrupt Methane Emission In East Siberia Arctic Shelf.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx1Jxk6kjbQ

What really climate scientists has been wishing to make you aware is this logo mark.

http://www.realclimate.org/

Methane catastrophe is decisive fact of 2times event in the past.

Permian mass extinction by Methane Catastrophe(251.4my).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event

http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/prehistoric-world/permian-extinction/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDbz2dpebhQ

PETM mass extinction by Methane Catastrophe(55.8my=million years ago)..
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleocene%E2%80%93Eocene_Thermal_Maximum

http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2009/08/petm-weirdness/

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHqKxWvcBdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx1Jxk6kjbQ
http://www.realclimate.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event
http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/prehistoric-world/permian-extinction/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDbz2dpebhQ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleocene%E2%80%93Eocene_Thermal_Maximum
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2009/08/petm-weirdness/


⑵Allowing more 2℃ <Paris (2015)>would be fatal to cause climate hell.
Following documents are the evidences.

2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html

This graphic explains why 2 degrees of global warming will be way worse
than 1.5, Your terrifying climate graphic of the day.2018/10/07
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/1/19/16908402/global-warming-2-degr

ees-climate-change

A Matter Of Degrees: Why 2C Warming Is Officially Unsafe
https://www.iflscience.com/environment/matter-degrees-why-2c-warming-officially-unsafe/

How a 2 C temperature increase could change the planet
https://www.cbc.ca/news2/interactives/2degrees/

This is authors paper.

http://www.777true.net/0.1C-Temperature-Rise-could-cause-Climate-Wild.pdf

Critical 1.5℃ rise for stable climate recovery,but not causing irreversible chaotic climate

could be accomplished by 80%CO2 cut by rapid implementation. This simulation was shown

by author,but not IPCC. See (B):.

(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.
Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward

rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester R. Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf

Cut Carbon Emissions 80% by 2020
https://sites.google.com/site/cutcarbonemissions80by2020/home

The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now

aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.

Below simulation was verified in following<by author Suzuki>

http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

The Principle：Debt Heat Increase by a year＝Income(solar)－Outgo(cooling radiation).

The Equation：C(dT/dt)＝(1-a(t)IS－＠(t)σT4.

{C=ocean heat capacity,(dT/dt)＝annual global temperature rise, a(t)=albedo,IS=solar heat

＠(t)＝cooling radiation output probability,σT4.=cooling heat with Stefan Boltzmann constant}.

https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/1/19/16908402/global-warming-2-degrees-climate-change
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/1/19/16908402/global-warming-2-degrees-climate-change
https://www.iflscience.com/environment/matter-degrees-why-2c-warming-officially-unsafe/
https://www.cbc.ca/news2/interactives/2degrees/
http://www.777true.net/0.1C-Temperature-Rise-could-cause-Climate-Wild.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/cutcarbonemissions80by2020/home
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf


The verification curve in actual past data of temperature with CO2 concentration.

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/

＊As for temperature non causaltic random fluctuation in actual graph(right).

None climate scientists explained it,but author(not professional in climate dynamics).

http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf

The amplitude deviation from average value is famous normal distribution due to famous

central limit theorem in statistics.This agree with actual data,however author noticed the

data contained also solar periodic fluctuation,which is stronger at now.

error estimation ?!!

＋0.2℃ error is due to a deficit in the

model calculation,It is heat flow to below

800m depth in global ocean.

The big fluctuation ±0.2 in the actual

data is explained in next page⑶

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf


⑶As is seen in (A)&(B),climate fixing needs more than two tasks !!.
In the beginning role is ministry of emergency in government,This is kernel technical

problems for climate fixing and for the wartime economy.Full reading needs long time,some

knowledge and efforts to verify.Also author himself could not have gotten exact solutions at

now. Because it’s too big problem to accomplish by lone engineer. However,....

By anyhow,once wartime regime with exact basic strategy(A)(B)(C) approved,all nation
people must engage each mission to accomplish.Above all,this is deadly problem of do or

die !!.So author himself is optimistic in technical problems.Because,once people had known

deadly fact,they would endeavor to accomplish his mission by their best performance.

Then can you be optimistic,or pessimistic ?.

(A)Arctic Cooling Engineering.
A possible method is summer solar heat intercepting by man made clouds,another is ice

thickness increasing by spreading water in winter.Then problem is the outrageous scale

and weather condition stability in the working fields.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

This is certainly awfully big scale and high cost engineering,however non could prove it

impossible.Certainly also author could not assure it’s 100% success,however
nothing trying is 100% our perishing.
＊Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!

(B-1)New Energy Engineering.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf

Note Wind turbine and Solar panel had already become established technology,while solar

and wind power resources are told enough for our demand at now.Thereby author himself is

technically optimistic.

(B-2)Man Made CO2 Absorbing Engineering.
This is possible primitive method,and having possibility of mass industrialization.

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

https://trustmyscience.com/des-scientifiques-ont-trouve-un-moyen-efficace-de-transformer-

dioxyde-de-carbone-en-charbon/

(C)Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy<the Wartime Economy>.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

(A)(B)are battle field problem with weapon production one,while this is livelihood problem.

Beginning may be bitter,however it is the bitterness that drive rapid improvement.

Management on health and culture actions would become very important in the regime.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
https://trustmyscience.com/des-scientifiques-ont-trouve-un-moyen-efficace-de-transformer-dioxyde-de-carbone-en-charbon/
https://trustmyscience.com/des-scientifiques-ont-trouve-un-moyen-efficace-de-transformer-dioxyde-de-carbone-en-charbon/
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf


⑷Climate Fixing was Intercepted by Rockefeller the NAZIS founder,
now which turned to be Global Exterminating Plot.

This is kernel difficulty which has been intercepting effective climate policy implementation.

You could understand why the past international climate management did not go well.

⒜Following are dire predictions on coming climate hell world.

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is
done in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says
Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

This is our future - FAMOUS CITIES ARE SUBMERGED, A THIRD OF THE
WORLD IS DESERT, THE REST STRUGGLING FOR FOOD AND FRESH
WATER.
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%2

0to%20our%20planet.pdf

If global warming continues at the current rate, we could be facing extinction. So what

exactly is going to happen as the Earth heats up Here is a degree-by-degree guide with

more detailed description after the summary.

⒝Climate fixing was Intercepted by Rockefeller。

ExxonMobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long

understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.

By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015

http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Lit

igation-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the

company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the

climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more

http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-53655

7123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-53655

7123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigation-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigation-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral


⒞EXXON-MOBIL has been intervening to IPCC climate scientists group,which had

fatally crooked global climate policy.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

⒟Rockefeller secretly supported NAZIS establishment and imported them after the war

to establish CIA-military industry media complex the incarnated NAZIS in USA..

WALL STREET AND THE RISE OF HITLER By Antony C. Sutton
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html

Rockefeller assisted NAZIS Revolution in order to defeat Jew the revolutionists.Why Jew
has been being persecuted for long history in feudalism and capitalism Europe?.Both

Christianism & Communism are democrat class struggles against nobility hereditary
regime.Right wing’s role is to defeat those political movement.Bush family kinship with UK
imperial has been subordinate of Rockefeller.
Bush Family Funded Adolf Hitler
http://www.georgwalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm

Operation Paperclip
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/ww2/OperationPaperclip.html

Operation Paperclip (originally Operation Overcast) was the Office of Strategic Services
(OSS) program in which over 1,500 German scientists, technicians, and engineers from

Nazi Germany and other foreign countries were brought to the ...
Archive for the ‘Military Industrial Complex’ Category
http://truth11.com/category/military-industrial-complex/

US Driven By Nazi War Machine By Finian Cunningham
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article34946.htm

USA today have revealed NAZIS reincarnated nation as military-industry police-state with
high tech violence devices.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

Rockefeller is emperor USA the wicked spirit in high place.

Real CIA＝Rockefeller’s Facist Establishment
http://www.campaigner-unbound.0catch.com/real_cia_rockefellers_fascist_establishment.htm

The History of the CIA Review of Douglas Valentine's Book 2017/1/8
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
http://www.georgewalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm
http://www.georgwalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/ww2/OperationPaperclip.html
http://truth11.com/category/military-industrial-complex/
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article34946.htm
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://www.campaigner-unbound.0catch.com/real_cia_rockefellers_fascist_establishment.htm
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699


⒠The secret society skull and bonds is famous for producing elites(Bush,..)in USA,
their fundamental Atheism Ideology is due to Hoegelian.Anti-God is to
cause the world upside down.

”People and nation are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary”.
“Setting an enemy for perpetual struggle toward hegemony winning”.

HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM
THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

“1% rich monopolize 46% global wealth !!”.
＊http://www.legrandsoir.info/les-super-riches-de-1-a-0-7.html

＊http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population

-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html

"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it
over to get it to stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano-
http://upsidedownworld.org/

D.D.Eisenhower(warning on military industry complex in1961) 
“We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless
in purpose, and insiduous [insidious] in method”. ..
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html

⒡Their final aim may be accomplishing Eugenics World at last.

Operation EndGame
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker

ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

⒢Once Christian Religion was political revolution, but failed to be moral teach...Goethe
So the dying on cross is supreme devotion in political revolution.

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=ja&ie=UTF8&prev=_t&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=fr&tl=en&u=http://www.legrandsoir.info/les-super-riches-de-1-a-0-7.html&usg=ALkJrhiCWj-STiYdCexIR73mrfKTb5nR0A
http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html
http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html
http://upsidedownworld.org/
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho


APPENDIX-1;Standard Tech Survival Method for People<The SUMMARY>.
These are evidently and fatally HYPOCRICY toward Global Extermination.

Paris Agreement 2015 with the insidious Exterminating Factors.
⑴Complete Neglecting Arctic Methane Risk→imminent risk of East Siberian Arctic Shelf

⑵Allowing more 2 rise is fatal,allowable limit is told 1.5 

→ 80% renewable energy by 2020 !!
＊Full Policy Implementation by 2050 is too late to be outrageously stupidity

Fatal Global Ruling by Oil Emperor Rockefeller the Incarnated NAZIS in USA
HYPOCRICY→Sustainable Climate Policy,,→Climate Scientists,Climate Activity Orgs
Eugenics Ideology.

[１]：⑿It is supreme chance to exterminate inferior races at once.
http://www.777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle

See also APPENDIX-2,Then you could assure what above tells is true.

The LOGIC:Do or Die
Nothing Success Assurance,but Nothing Rapid Action is Decisive to be Exterminated,

Urgent Wartime Regime Establishing with Climate Fixing Technology
toward rapid global unite by the TRUTH.
The LOGIC:No wars in the past had exterminated mankind,so climate is far more than war

→ 80% renewable energy by 2020 !!
The LOGIC:this is a betting for Do or Die.
Once people had known the deadly climate fact,they could do their best
Above all,time left is not so much,Run with thinking,but not Think before running !!

The Rio Declaration: Principle 15 - the Precautionary Approach.
In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by

States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible

damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing
cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation

http://www.777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle


Motive Force Activation

-toward rapid global unite-
Fear for Saving Livelihood Now vs Coming Climate Exterminating Hell
⑴Business as Usual before your eyes are Global Gigantic Delusion to hide the
Most Precedent Problem of Do or Die the Climate now heading Exterminating Hell.
⑵Certainly unless the Business as Usual,you could not save your livelihood at now,
It is the fear that has been intercepting global consensus on Climate Emergency.

→⑸(C)Life-Assurance by National Strategy.

⑶While righteous feat is nothing,but Coming Climate Exterminating Hell,now which has

been being paralyzed due to the Global Overwhelming Synchronized Paralyzing,

I am too busy to save imminent business as usual,so can not seriously care the problem.
Above all,overwhelming massive others has been doing so as I am now.

↓

⑷No wars in the past had exterminated mankind,so climate hell is far more than any wars,

↓

⑸Urgent Wartime Regime Establishing with Climate Fixing Technology

The Fundamental Operations.
(A)Arctic Cooling Engineering.
(B-1)New Energy Engineering.
(B-2)Man Made CO2 Absorbing Engineering.
(C)Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy<the Wartime Economy>.



APPENDIX-2:High Tech Survival Method for Super Rich.
The super-rich are buying luxury apocalypse-safe bunkers for protection against
natural disasters and nuclear attack
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/super-rich-buying-apocalypse-safe-bu

nkers-protection-natural-disasters-nuclear-attack-kansas-us-a7833641.html

Amazing doomsday bunkers of the super-rich
https://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/amazing-doomsday-bunkers-of-the-super-rich/

Billionaire bunkers: How the 1% are preparing for the apocalypse
https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/doomsday-luxury-bunkers/index.html

Billionaires' basements: the luxury bunkers making holes in London streets
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2012/nov/09/billionaires-basements-london-hou

ses-architecture

The Super Rich of Silicon Valley Have a Doomsday Escape Plan
https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-rich-new-zealand-doomsday-preppers/

This 15-story underground doomsday shelter for the 1% has luxury homes, guns, and
armored trucks
https://www.businessinsider.com/photos-of-survival-condo-project-luxury-doomsday-shelter

-2017-4

Doomsday Prep for the Super-Rich
Some of the wealthiest people in America—in Silicon Valley, New York, and beyond—are

getting ready for the crackup of civilization.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/01/30/doomsday-prep-for-the-super-rich

Surviving doomsday: Underground condos bring wealthy to Kansas
https://www.kansas.com/news/local/article134892379.html

Inside the 'billionaire bunkers' where the world's super rich will ride out the
apocalypse - as sales surge 300 PER CENT since Donald Trump was elected
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4332818/Inside-billionaire-bunkers-bought-super-ri

ch.html

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/super-rich-buying-apocalypse-safe-bunkers-protection-natural-disasters-nuclear-attack-kansas-us-a7833641.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/super-rich-buying-apocalypse-safe-bunkers-protection-natural-disasters-nuclear-attack-kansas-us-a7833641.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/amazing-doomsday-bunkers-of-the-super-rich/
https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/doomsday-luxury-bunkers/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2012/nov/09/billionaires-basements-london-houses-architecture
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